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Problem Set 4: Tiles To Go Before I Sleep

Opener

1. Look for the handouts with the big star and big sun. Use your
cut-out kites and darts from Day 3 to tile the big star and big sun, The Big Star and Big Sun

are not college football
conferences. Yet.

adhering to the rules. On the big star, one piece has already been
placed for you. Complete the rest of the tiling.

Fill in these blanks:

1 big star = kites and darts

1 big sun = kites and darts

Important Stuff

2. Kayleigh notices that we used five big kites to make the
big sun. Look at the pieces that you used to cover a big
kite. Place those pieces onto the big kite below. You will
have to cut some of your pieces. More cutting? But we just

cut these pieces yesterday!

Similarly, the big star was created using five big darts.
Place the pieces that covered a big dart onto the big dart Big suns and big stars,

sounds like some sort of
theory. Quick, call Sheldon.

above.
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3. Pictured below are one kite and dart, regular size. Draw
in a miniature version of your work from Problem 2 on
the shapes below.

Kite Dart

4. Fill in these blanks. If you had to cut some
pieces, what happens to
the area?1 regular kite’s area = area of mini-kites

and area of mini-darts
1 regular dart’s area = area of mini-kites

and area of mini-darts

5. Create your own tiling with your cut-out pieces, using
8 or fewer pieces. Now turn each piece over carefully
in place and draw in the lines you drew for Problem 3.
Voilà! You just created another tiling involving mini kites It’s okay to say “Voilá” and

still root against France in
the World Cup.

and darts.
a. How many kites and darts did your original tiling

have? That same area is now covered by the areas of
mini-kites and mini-darts. Count them! Remember
to count half-shapes as half-areas. I shall call it . . . Mini-φ.

b. How could you use the information from Problem 4
to reach the same conclusion?

c. If within each mini kite and mini dart, you drew
in mini-mini kites and mini-mini darts, how many
mini-mini kites and darts would you have? Try to
do this without counting them.

d. Jennifer yells “Mini-mini-mini!” That’s the name of the next-
generation iPad.e. Calculate the ratio of kites to darts in each generation

of your work.
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6. Jessica decides to start Problem 5 as simply as possible:
one kite. One is the loneliest number

of kites that you’ll ever do.
a. Replace the kite with mini-kites and mini-darts. How

many mini-kites and mini-darts are there? Count
two halves as one . . . sum of two halves. Two kites can be as bad as

one . . .b. Now minify your mini-arrangement again. How
many mini-mini-kites and mini-mini-darts will you
have?

c. Yes... Of course. Did you need to ask our permission
to keep going? “Can I keep going?” “I don’t

know, can you?”d. What do you notice? No way.

7. Cesar decides to start Problem 5 with one dart instead
of one kite. Follow the process from Problem 6 and see
what happens when the dart is mini-mini’d. Eenie, mini-mini-moe.

8. Determine the ratio of the number of kites to darts in an
infinite kite-and-dart tiling.

Neat Stuff

9. So the ratio of kites to darts is . . . wait, really? Look
back at Set 2’s opener. What are the implications about
finding a repeating tile among the kites and darts?

10. It’s Tina’s Tessellation Time! For each shape, build a
tessellation using copies of that shape, or explain why it
can’t be done.

a. An isosceles triangle
b. Any triangle
c. A kite
d. Any quadrilateral

e. Any pentagon
f. Home plate
g. Tina If Tina had rotational sym-

metry . . . wait, what’s love
got to do with it?

11. Set 2 asked you to chop squares out of rectangles. Turns
out you can also add squares to rectangles.
a. Start with a 1-by-1 square. At each opportunity, at-

tach the largest possible square to form a larger rect-
angle. Write down the dimensions of each rectangle
as you go. What happens?

b. Start over with a 3-by-1 rectangle. What happens?
c. Start with any rectangle. What happens?
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12. It’s possible for a box to have the same surface area What’s in the box? What’s
in the box?? Hopefully, jack.and volume, at least numerically, even if their units are

different.
a. Find three examples of boxes whose surface area

and volume are numerically equal.
b. Find all possible dimensions of the box if each side

length is an integer.

13. If you drop the dot-matching rule for kites and darts,
what other kinds of tilings can you get? Make some, and
figure out the ratio of kites to darts in those tilings.

14. Construct a kite and dart using one or more regular
decagons. Why should pentagons get

all the attention? Poor ne-
glected decagon. Every-
body loves the number 10
but nobody loves decagon.

15. a. When you created the big sun and big star, why
didn’t you have to cut any pieces in half?

b. The kites and darts only have edges of two different
lengths. How many different, valid, ways can you
line up any two pieces along a long edge?

c. For each possible way, draw mini-kites and mini-
darts inside of your pieces. What do you notice?

d. Use your diagrams to explain why, for any valid kite
and dart tiling, replacing every kite and dart with
miniature versions will not require any cutting of
pieces, except possibly along the exterior edge of
your tiling. What does this say about

infinite tilings of the plane?

16. Prove that any valid tiling will still be valid after kites
and darts are replaced with mini-kites and mini-darts.

Tough Stuff

17. For a lot of positive integers N > 1, there is an integer
solution to

4
N

=
1
a
+

1
b
+

1
c

a. Find solutions for N = 2 through N = 10.
b. Find the smallest N for which there is no solution,

or prove that a solution exists for every N. Quick question: Who in this
room has heard of Friedrich
Froebel?!18. Prove that a tessellation cannot have more than one center

of five-fold symmetry.
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